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Having started their journey to strategic revenue
management a couple of years ago, False Start Inns
(FS Inns) was managing their chain with a competitor’s
solution. However, difficulties with inaccurate forecasts,
subpar customer service and manual processes quickly
left FS Inns feeling extremely frustrated with their
revenue strategy. With several issues clouding the
experience of their revenue technology, FS Inns
decided it was finally time to try something better.
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Expecting a lengthy and
arduous technology transition,
FS Inns was pleasantly surprised
at the ease of implementation
through the IDeaS for Success
client care program. As a bonus, they
were able to avoid long periods of
manual processes and juggling different
technology.
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Having reviewed various
technology vendors, FS
Inns identified that IDeaS
Revenue Solutions had the
best potential to meet their
current needs. IDeaS G3 Revenue
Management System (G3 RMS) was
selected for its powerful analytics
and flexible Ideal Pricing options that
support their inns’ unique technology,
market and business needs.
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Following onsite training and a few
final steps with their dedicated
project manager, the FS chain quickly
deployed automated pricing and
inventory decisions. This included
IDeaS’ Continuous Pricing, a strategy unrestricted
by rate tiers that delivers analytically-optimal rates
across all selling systems.
The ongoing
monthly calls
with FS Inns and
their dedicated
seasoned
industry expert
left the team impressed
and confident in the client
support program. These
regular conversations
gave them swift and
thorough answers to their
questions, making ongoing
communication much
more proactive.
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With new team members being
onboarded at properties around
the world, FS Inns leveraged the
unique Show-Me functionality and
on-demand learning features within
the solution to train quickly and efficiently,
dramatically reducing time and resources
required for ongoing training.
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The organization strongly benefited from
a comprehensive understanding of their
market demand and analytical pricing by
room type. They no longer felt constrained
by their previous manual room type offset
rules when pricing their properties.
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With significant benefits of a
strategic revenue management
culture sifting across their
organization -- improving
operational efficiency -- FS Inns
was elated to also report an uplift of over
8% in RevPAR after their initial year with
IDeaS G3 RMS.
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